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Baby at the Zoo  (large pattern)
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY  PERRETTE SAMOUILOFF

 

Baby's having fun on his first visit to the zoo. Spot him holding a red balloon among the giraffes, elephants, lions,
parrots, monkeys, bears and all other wild animals.

 

Designer Perrette Samouiloff has created a very sweet composition of animals and children that will lend itself well
to plenty of different applications for babies: you can stitch the pattern as a whole or use elements to decorate
bibs, afghans, T shirts (using waste canvas), terry towels and many more items that will make great gifts.

 

There's some interesting detail to stitch such as the peacocks crest (woorked in longstitches and French knots) as
well as the parrots beaks  ( worked in three-quarter stitches). These are the kind of details that provide extra
definition and will make the piece stand out once stitched.

A cross stitch pattern  by Perrette Samouiloff.
>> visit Perrette Samouiloff's pattern store.

Number of stitches:140 x 138 (wide x high)

>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, French Knots, Lo,gstitch, Three-quater cross stitch

Chart: Black and White with color detail

Threads: DMC Embroidery floss,

Number of colors: 18

Themes: zoo, animals, elephant, parrot, bear, giraffe, peacock, hummingbird, lion, monkey

>> see more patterns for Babies and Toddlers by Perrette Samouiloff
>> see more Animal patterns by Perrette Samouiloff

>> see all baby patterns (all designers)

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-baby-large-xml-208_209-2182.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-xsl-296_299.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=2182&w=140&h=138
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-teddies-toddlers-xsl-296_299_301.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-patterns-animals-xsl-296_299_403.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/baby-kids-baby-xsl-208_209.html


 
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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